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Name:                                                      Fiction: Review – Q4:3                     Date: 
As you answer this week’s questions, highlight your evidence in the text. 
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Fiction: Review – Q4:3                      

Monday Tuesday 
Based on the title, what do you think the 

story will be about? 
 

___________________________________________ 

What did Celine do to help Makenna before 
the story began? 

 
___________________________________________ 

Who is the main character in the story? 
Name one supporting character. 

 
___________________________________________ 

How do the other customers react to Celine 
when she enters the restaurant? 

 
___________________________________________ 

Where does the story take place? 
 

___________________________________________ 

How do the other customers’ reactions make 
Celine feel? Support your answer. 

 
___________________________________________ 

Determine the meaning of the word 
inquisitive in the story.   

 
___________________________________________ 

What evidence does Makenna give for stating 
that Celine was a natural with kids? 

 
___________________________________________ 

Wednesday Thursday 
Determine the meaning of the word hoisted 

in the story.   
 

___________________________________________ 

How are Celine and Makenna’s feeling 
about Joy different? 

 
___________________________________________ 

What can you learn about Joy when she 
serves the two businessmen coffee? 

 
___________________________________________ 

What evidence from the story helped you 
answer the question above? 

 
___________________________________________ 

How was Joy’s reaction to Celine different 
from the other customers? 

 
___________________________________________ 

At the end of the story, why does Celine 
want to stay? 

 
___________________________________________ 

How did Celine feel when Joy asked her to 
help by grabbing the coffee pot? 

 

 
___________________________________________ 

Based on the text, what is one belief the author 
might have about people in wheelchairs? 

 
___________________________________________ 

Wh 
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  Name:                                                 Weekly Math Review - Q1:4               Date: 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 
Find the product. 

  18 x 524=  
Find the product. 

16 x 48=   
 

Find the product. 

103 x 91=  
Find the product. 

91 x 548=  

Find the quotient. 

             
   12 ) 996 

Find the quotient. 

                
   15 ) 1,230 

Find the quotient.  

                
    8 ) 544 

Find the quotient. 

                   
     7 ) 1,106 

Find the sum. 

      22.66 
  +    1.40      
 

Find the difference. 

      29.22 
  –  27.54    

Find the sum. 

  88.51+4.8=  
Find the difference. 

   16.98 – 11.08= 
            

<, >, or = 

33.88 _____ 33.80 
 

62.90 _____ 62.09 
 

<, >, or = 

99.01_____ 99.10 
 

55.405____ 55.045 

<, >, or = 

31.010_____ 31.01 
 

49.220_____ 49.22 

<, >, or = 

10.001_____ 10.01 
 

20.10_____ 20.1 
 

Solve. 

(7+5) ÷ 6 + 102 
 

Add parenthesis to the 
expression below. 

63 – 15 + 4 x 5  
 

Solve. 

4 [5 (12+3) –2] –7 
 

Write two expressions 
where the solution is 4. 

 
 

Find the factors. 
Prime or Composite? 

16:   
 

Find the factors. 
Prime or Composite? 

21:  
 

Find the factors. 
Prime or Composite? 

42:  

Find the factors. 
Prime or Composite? 

83:  
 

Order the numbers from 
greatest to least. 

56.01, 56.10, 56.011 
 
 

Order the numbers from 
greatest to least. 

44.012, 44.102, 44.120 
 
 

Order the numbers from 
greatest to least. 

6.002, 6.200, 6.020 
 
 
 

Order the numbers from 
greatest to least. 

73.05, 74.01, 73.50 
 
 

What is the value of the 
underlined digit? 

5,678.321 
 

What is the value of the 
underlined digit? 

5,678.321 
 

What is the value of the 
underlined digit? 

5,678.321 
 

What is the value of the 
underlined digit? 

5,678.321 
 

Find the Product. 

8 x 8=  
7 x 7=  
8 x 9=  
9 x 9=  
7 x 6=  

Find the Product. 

 
   12       12       12       12 
x 10     x  1   x 0.1   x0.01 
 

Find the Product. 

 
     6        6          6         6 
x 10    x  1    x 0.1  x 0.01 
    

Find the Product. 

 
   33     33      33        33 
x 10   x  1   x 0.1   x0.01 
  

Solve. 
7.4 x 1 =  
7.4 x 10 =  
7.4 x 100 =  
7.4 x 1,000 =  

Solve. 
45.3 ÷ 1 =  
45.3 ÷ 10 =  
45.3 ÷ 100 =  
45.3 ÷ 1,000 =  

Solve. 
3.28 x 10  =  
3.28 x 102 =  
3.28 x 103 = 
3.28 x 104 =  

Solve. 
73.1 ÷ 10  =  
73.1 ÷ 102 =  
73.1 ÷ 103 =  
73.1 ÷ 104 =  
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My Work 
Monday 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Thursday 

 

My Progress 
MONDAY 

# of questions _____ 
# correct _____ 
I need more help 
with… ______________ 
_____________________ 
_____________________ 
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________ 

TUESDAY 
# of questions _____ 
# correct _____ 
I need more help 
with… ______________ 
_____________________ 
_____________________ 
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________ 

WEDNESDAY 
# of questions _____ 
# correct _____ 
I need more help 
with… ______________ 
_____________________ 
_____________________ 
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________ 

THURSDAY 
# of questions _____ 
# correct _____ 
I need more help 
with… ______________ 
_____________________ 
_____________________ 
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________ 
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Answer Key - Weekly Math Review - Q1:4 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 
Find the product. 

  18 x 524= 9,432 
Find the product. 

16 x 48=  768 
 

Find the product. 

103 x 91= 9,373 

Find the product. 

91 x 548= 49,868 

Find the quotient. 

            83 
   12 ) 996 

Find the quotient. 

               82 
   15 ) 1,230 

Find the quotient.  

               68 
    8 ) 544 

Find the quotient. 

                  158 
     7 ) 1,106 

Find the sum. 

      22.66 
  +    1.40     24.06 
 

Find the difference. 

      29.22 
  –  27.54   1.68 

Find the sum. 

  88.51+4.8= 93.31 
Find the difference. 

   16.98 – 11.08= 
           5.9 

<, >, or = 

33.88   >   33.80 
 

62.90   >   62.09 
 

<, >, or = 

99.01   <   99.10 
 

55.405  >  55.045 

<, >, or = 

31.010   =   31.01 
 

49.220   =   49.22 

<, >, or = 

10.001   <   10.01 
 

 20.10    =    20.1 
 

Solve. 

(7+5) ÷ 6 + 102 
102 

Add parenthesis to the 
expression below. 

63 – 15 + (4 x 5) 
 
 

Solve. 

4 [5 (12+3) –2] –7 
285 

Write two expressions 
where the solution is 4. 

 
 
 

Find the factors. 
Prime or Composite? 

16:  1, 2, 4, 8, 16 
composite 

Find the factors. 
Prime or Composite? 

21: 1, 3, 7, 21 
composite 

Find the factors. 
Prime or Composite? 

42: 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 14, 
21, 42   composite 

Find the factors. 
Prime or Composite? 

83: 1, 83 
prime 

Order the numbers from 
greatest to least. 

56.01, 56.10, 56.011 
 

56.10, 56.011, 56.01 

Order the numbers from 
greatest to least. 

44.012, 44.102, 44.120 
 

44.120, 44.102, 44.012 

Order the numbers from 
greatest to least. 

6.002, 6.200, 6.020 
 

6.200, 6.020, 6.002 
 

Order the numbers from 
greatest to least. 

73.05, 74.01, 73.50 
 

74.01, 73.50, 73.05 

What is the value of the 
underlined digit? 

5,678.321 
ones 

What is the value of the 
underlined digit? 

5,678.321 
Hundredths 

What is the value of the 
underlined digit? 

5,678.321 
Thousands 

What is the value of the 
underlined digit? 

5,678.321 
thousandths 

Find the Product. 

8 x 8= 64 
7 x 7= 49 
8 x 9= 72 
9 x 9= 81 
7 x 6= 42 

Find the Product. 

 
   12       12       12       12 
x 10     x  1   x 0.1   x0.01 
  120       12     1.2    0.12 

Find the Product. 

 
     6       6          6            6 
x 10   x  1     x 0.1    x 0.01 
   60        6       0.6      0.06 

Find the Product. 

 
   33     33      33        33 
x 10   x  1   x 0.1   x0.01 
 330      33     3.3     0.33 

Solve. 
7.4 x 1 = 7.4 
7.4 x 10 = 74 
7.4 x 100 = 740 
7.4 x 1,000 = 7400 

Solve. 
45.3 ÷ 1 = 45.3 
45.3 ÷ 10 = 4.53 
45.3 ÷ 100 = .453 
45.3 ÷ 1,000 = .0453 

Solve. 
3.28 x 10  = 32.8 
3.28 x 102 = 328 
3.28 x 103 = 3,280 
3.28 x 104 = 32,800 

Solve. 
73.1 ÷ 10  = 7.31 
73.1 ÷ 102 = .731 
73.1 ÷ 103 = .0731 
73.1 ÷ 104 = .00731 



5th Grade Science Week #7 - Mrs. Davis 
diana.davis@crooksville.k12.oh.us     740-261-9012 (home number to call) 
Check Google Classroom for weekly communication on Monday mornings 

 
Hello 5th grade students!! Let me take a minute to thank you for working so hard and 
continuing to learn at home.  This is not easy for you and you should be so proud of your 
dedication!! 

SOUND- Medium & Speed 
 
This week we are still learning about sound, but we are going to learn about how sound travels through a 

medium and how the medium changes the speed of sound. Ok, so first, what is a medium?  A medium may 

be a solid, liquid or gas. So basically, that can be anything, except a vacuum. What is a vacuum?  A vacuum 

(not like the sweeper you use to clean the floor) is an area that lacks a medium.  This happens naturally 

outside of our planet and outside of the atmosphere that surrounds our planet, which we call outer space. 

There is basically nothing between planets, stars or moons, no 

medium! No solid, no liquid, no gas!  So, no medium means 
no sound!  That means, if there is an explosion on the sun, 

the light can travel to Earth, the heat can travel to Earth, but 

no sound will make it here.  Strange, right?  

So we learned that sound is made by a vibration, and that 

vibration moves the particles close to it, all the way across the 

room or across a field, and all the way to your ear. It’s shown 

in this diagram from last week. The little dots represent the air (gas) between the speaker and the ear.  

Sound MUST travel through a material (medium) to move from one place to another. This medium may 

be a solid, liquid or gas. So the little dots in this diagram can be particles of air, but it can also be the 

particles of a liquid or of a solid.  

 

SO, that brings us to the point of understanding the differences between solid, liquids and gases. The diagram 

below shows us those differences. Gas particles like in 

the air in your house are spread apart. The particles in 

a liquid, like your milk,  are closer together, but still 

have some gaps between the particles. In a solid, the 

particles are very close together. So the wood of a 

table has particles packed tightly together.  Make 

sense?  
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Let’s put these two concepts together.  Sound needs a solid, liquid or gas to travel across an area.  Sound 

makes the particles vibrate by bumping against each other.  If the particles are close together, it can bump into 

the next particle quickly, which makes the sound travel FASTEST in a SOLID!  In the classroom, I would have 

all of you, the students, line up shoulder to shoulder and bump one kid at the end, and watch “the bump” move 

quickly down the line.  

 

Now, if I had each kid step apart a little and did the same thing, moving the “bump” down the line would take a 

little longer because each kid may have to take a step to get to the next 

kid. This is like a liquid. Sound moves a little slower in a liquid than it 

does in a solid, because it takes the particles a little longer to pass the 

vibration on to the next particle. Maybe you have been swimming and 

you tried to talk to your friends while under water. You can make sound 

and hear sounds underwater!  

 

Ok, so if we continue with this concept and sound travels fastest in a solid, a little slower in a liquid, then what 

do you think about through a gas? Fastest or slowest? _______________ If you chose slowest, you are right! 

Even though it seems like we can hear a sound instantly through air (gas), it is actually the slowest way for 

sound to travel. If I were going to use kids to demonstrate this concept I would space kids far apart, so to bump 

into each other they would have to each take about 5 steps to get to the next kid. This would take a lot longer 

than when the kids were standing side-by-side. Make sense? I hope so!! 

 
Sound travels at different speeds through different media.  

 
NOW YOU KNOW!! 
Now, use your new knowledge to answer a few questions! 
 

1. The vibrations that cause sound can travel through 

 A. gases.            B. liquids.               C. solids.                  D. all of these 

 

2. Kenny watched a film in which a spaceship exploded in space with a loud noise. Why was this 
explosion in space not realistic? 
 

 A. The real explosion would have been louder. 

 B. The real explosion would have been quieter. 

 C. The real explosion would not have made a sound since there is no air in space. 

 D. The real explosion would have had a higher pitch. 



 

3. A group of engineers tested the speed at which sound travels through several different 

materials. For each test, the sound traveled 500 meters through the material. The engineers 

measured the time it took for the sound to travel this distance. The results of their tests are 

shown in the table.  

 

What conclusion can the engineers make based on these results? 

 A. Sound travels slower through solids than through liquids or gases. 

 B. Sound travels slower through liquids than through gases or solids. 

 C. Sound travels faster through solids than through liquids or gases. 

 D. Sound travels faster through gases than through liquids or solids. 

 
 
 

4. Kelly is in a room and the door is shut, as shown below. Even though the door is shut, Kelly 
can still hear the radio in the room next door. How does the sound get into Kelly's room? 

  

A. The sound is carried by a moving object. 

B. The sound moves by heat transfer.  

C. The sound travels through the wall. 

D. The sound travels through vacuum. 

 

 
 
 
 
 








